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Please see the Appendix for detailed methodology, market definition, and scoring criteria. 

IN THIS EXCERPT 

The content for this excerpt was taken directly from IDC MarketScape: Worldwide Experience Design 

Services 2023–2024 Vendor Assessment (Doc # US49988123). All or parts of the following sections 

are included in this excerpt: IDC Opinion, IDC MarketScape Vendor Inclusion Criteria, Essential 

Guidance, Vendor Summary Profile, Appendix and Learn More. Also included is Figure 1. 

IDC OPINION 

This IDC study represents a vendor assessment of the 2023–2024 experience design services market 

through the IDC MarketScape model. This research is a quantitative and qualitative assessment of the 

characteristics that explain a vendor's success in the marketplace and help anticipate the vendor's 

ascendancy. This IDC MarketScape covers a variety of vendors participating in the worldwide 

experience design market. This evaluation is based on a comprehensive framework and set of 

parameters expected to be most conducive to success in providing experience design services in both 

the short term and the long term. A component of this evaluation is the inclusion of the perception of 

experience design services buyers of both the key characteristics and the capabilities of these 

providers. Buyers were surveyed across all three of IDC's macroregions.  

Key findings from the evaluation include: 

▪ Feedback from calls with reference clients indicates that buyers are impressed most by the 

quality of the professionals that vendors deploy, followed by the excellence of vendors' 

experience design skills, and by the ability of vendors to drive business value for clients from 

the experiences they design.  

▪ Feedback from the broader field survey of buyers of experience design services also had 

people quality as the area where buyers were most impressed with vendors. This was followed 

by CX thought leadership, industry-specific capabilities, and insight into consumers and 

customers.  

▪ Where vendors performed least well in reference-client client feedback was in vendor 

differentiation, followed by customer experience (CX), thought leadership, and value for 

money. Interestingly, reference clients seemed less impressed with vendors' CX thought 

leadership than survey respondents. However, this does not necessarily indicate 

dissatisfaction with the actual thought leadership they were receiving. In conversation, they 

tended to criticize vendors for not giving them enough thought leadership or not providing 

thought leadership proactively. They rarely criticized the actual quality of the thought 

leadership that they received.  

▪ Survey respondents agreed that differentiation was where vendors are least strong, followed 

by innovation and creativity, and vendors' ability to drive business value from experience 

design. Innovation and creativity were indeed some of the areas on reference calls where 

vendors tended to underperform, but notably, survey respondents were, on average, harsher 

on vendors when assessing the actual business value they get from experience design. This 

probably reflects the difference between the two groups — reference clients are almost by 

definition more likely to say that they get significant business value from their vendor's 

services,  
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▪ Regarding the areas assessed by IDC, rather than by vendors' clients, the vendors in this 

assessment, on average, were rated highest for their client-facing innovation networks and 

their supporting assets and capabilities, followed by their abilities in leading-edge experience 

design. The first two are arguably generic "table stakes" capabilities. Still, they are important 

for providing experience design services that consistently combine innovation and design 

excellence with the ability to deliver industrial-strength scalability and resilience in the products 

and services being designed for clients.  

IDC MARKETSCAPE VENDOR INCLUSION CRITERIA 

This assessment is part of a joint assessment during the second half of 2023 that produced two 

documents: IDC MarketScape: Worldwide Experience Design Services 2023–2024 Vendor 

Assessment (IDC #US49988123, December 2023) and IDC MarketScape: Worldwide Experience 

Build Services 2023–2024 Vendor Assessment (IDC #US49988323, December 2023).  

All four of the CX services' "archetypes" are represented in both the experience design and the 

experience build assessments:  

▪ McKinsey, BCG, and Bain represent the "strategy houses" archetype. The strategy houses do 

not have large-scale global IT implementation capabilities and appear only in the experience 

design assessment. 

▪ Deloitte, EY, PwC, and KPMG represent the "Big Four" multidisciplinary professional services 

firms (whereas KPMG is not assessed in this document). 

▪ The "digital agencies" are CX services firms that come from a heritage of marketing or 

advertising. These are represented chiefly by the five largest worldwide "holding companies": 

dentsu, Interpublic, Omnicom, Publicis, and WPP.  

▪ The "global consulting and IT services firms" are represented by Accenture, Capgemini, 

Cognizant, EPAM, Globant, HCL, IBM, Infosys, Perficient, TCS, and Wipro. 

For more on the CX services archetypes, see IDC PlanScape: Future of Customer Experience — 

Implementing Customer Experience Suites Using a CX Services Partner (IDC #US49971223, January 

2023). 

Within the category of global consulting and IT services firms, inclusion criteria for both assessments 

included the vendor being a top 10 provider of CX services by 2020 revenue, the vendor having 

revenue of at least $500 million in experience design and build revenue, and the vendor having global 

practices dedicated to experience design and build activities.  

In addition, vendors placed in the "Leaders" category in the IDC MarketScape: Worldwide Adobe 

Experience Cloud Professional Services 2022 Vendor Assessment (IDC #US47542221, June 2022) 

qualified for inclusion in this assessment (except for Adobe, which only provides services on the Adobe 

platform). Similarly, vendors placed in the "Leaders" category in the IDC MarketScape: Worldwide 

Customer Experience Improvement Services 2020 Vendor Assessment (IDC #US45658220, 

September 2020) also qualified for inclusion in this assessment.  

For all the archetypes, vendors had to have a geographic balance where no macroregion accounts for 

75%+ of experience design and build revenue.  
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ADVICE FOR TECHNOLOGY BUYERS 

IDC has the following advice for organizations looking to buy consulting and design services that aim 

to create great experiences for consumers, customers, or citizens:  

▪ Look for a track record of all-round design excellence. Experience design sits at the 

intersection of a number of disciplines, including (but not limited to) marketing, behavioral 

psychology, and technology consulting, as well as the actual traditional technical discipline of 

product and service design itself. A great experience design firm will understand the broad 

social context of a proposed new product or service, as well as the economic, social, 

demographic, psychological, and technological forces that the new offering will need to 

navigate if it is to be successful. Look for a vendor that can point to strengths and client 

success stories in all these aspects of experience design.  

▪ Look for vendors with consumer and customer insight, as well as design excellence. When 

designing new products and services — and the experiences that these products and services 

bring to customers, consumers, and citizens — it is obviously important to have a partner with 

strong design skills and that understands the mechanics of marketing. Vendors should, for 

example, have a track record of creating customer journeys, personas, and so forth. But as 

well as having a strong capability in design as a discipline, a great experience design vendor 

will have a concrete and detailed understanding of the specific target audiences of their client. 

A great experience designer will understand the behaviors and motivations of the people their 

clients aim to serve — ideally better than the client itself. You do not want to be educating your 

experience design provider on your target customer or user — it should be the other way 

around. 

▪ Look for a vendor that understands your industry and can bring you thought leadership about 

where CX is heading. Design excellence and understanding consumers and citizens are 

critical for experience design. It needs to be supplemented with an understanding of the 

dynamics of your industry because your organization doesn't exist in a competitive vacuum. 

For an experience to generate actual value for the organization (as well as for its customers, 

users, or citizens), it has to be designed with the industry dynamics in mind. Your experience 

designer must be able to say how exactly this new experience will benefit you and the people 

consuming the experience you are offering. That requires a deep understanding of the 

competitive context that your organization finds itself in. Ideally, your experience design 

partner will have a strong point of view (thought leadership, in other words) on how social, 

economic, and technological forces will change the competitive dynamics of your industry and 

how you can use these forces to design better experiences that generate value (and 

competitive advantage) for your organization.  

▪ Look for a vendor with a network of innovation centers and ask how they can help you imagine 

new products and services. Look for a vendor with a global network of offices and spaces, 

such as "studios," demonstration labs, and immersion centers, where you can ideate and 

maybe prototype new concepts. While many of these ideas will go nowhere, some might 

become great new products and services. Ask to see and tour these centers and talk to 

reference clients using them to create new products and services. A great experience design 

vendor can take an idea you already have and turn it into reality, starting with your business 

challenges and getting you to imagine new opportunities that you might not have otherwise 

considered. That often requires your people to go offsite and to escape the confines of day-to-

day work for a day or more — something that is usually best done in a purpose-designed facility 

of the sort that the best experience design vendors will have in every region of the world. 
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VENDOR SUMMARY PROFILES 

This section briefly explains IDC's key observations resulting in a vendor's position in the IDC 

MarketScape. While every vendor is evaluated against the criteria outlined in the Appendix, the 

description here summarizes each vendor's strengths and challenges. 

Merkle 

According to IDC analysis and buyer perception, Merkle, the experience design arm of dentsu, is 

positioned as a Leader in this 2023-2024 IDC MarketScape for Worldwide Experience Design 

Services. 

Merkle is the data and customer experience management (CXM) agency owned by dentsu, one of the 

world's largest advertising, marketing, and communications groups. Globally, dentsu has more than 

65,000 employees in 145 markets. In its home market of Japan, it goes to market as dentsu Japan 

Network (DJN). Outside Japan, dentsu goes to market through six "leadership brands," of which 

Merkle is the largest.  

dentsu and Merkle address multiple industry verticals, including financial services, insurance and 

wealth management, retail, consumer goods, high tech, health and nonprofit, travel and hospitality, 

media and entertainment, and automotive.  

Key Merkle clients include Burger King, Starbucks, Siemens, Novo Nordisk, Audi, Cisco, Albertsons, 

Gap Inc., and KUKA (for this research, IDC did not collect any feedback from these clients). 

▪ Service design: dentsu and Merkle have design and innovation studios worldwide that offer 

service design capabilities, as well as discrete teams solely dedicated to service design. Core 

centers of excellence in service design are in North America, the United Kingdom, Northern 

Europe, DACH, Japan, Australia, Brazil, and India. Key outputs include current state service 

maps, future state service blueprints, service candidates, and transformation road maps and 

plans. 

▪ dentsu and Merkle's service design tools and assets include Merkury, an identity 

resolution platform for personalized marketing, accelerators, and proprietary tools for 

activities including intelligent experience design, rapid product innovation, and 

performance optimization.  

▪ Product design: dentsu has industrial designers, physical product teams, and hardware 

capabilities embedded as subunits within Merkle's Experience and Commerce practice and 

within Merkle's sister agencies, dentsu Creative and dentsu Japan. Typically, dentsu physical 

product teams work as part of a broader transformation for a client, such as packaging design 

for the launch of a new product. 

▪ Merkle's product design tools and assets include predefined assets by application (e.g., 

mobility and electrification, packaging, digital/electronics devices, stable hard goods) to 

accelerate modeling and rendering (e.g., packages of components mainly focused on 

Alias/Autodesk). Merkle also has proprietary frameworks derived from human-centered 

design principles and informed by ergonomics and industrial design, which support its 

product design delivery. 

dentsu has a global network of client-facing innovation facilities that help clients use technology to 

drive improvements in customer experience:  
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▪ dentsu operates 22 NowLabs, which are physical innovation centers supplemented by a virtual 

community of dentsu professionals. NowLabs includes tools, demo spaces, and labs for 

projects that bring together dentsu, its clients, and key partners. dentsu describes NowLabs as 

its "space to make, hack, experiment, prototype, and workshop innovative business solutions."  

▪ In 2020, dentsu launched three regional Innovation Centers (United States, EU, and Japan) for 

dedicated partner innovation programs. 

▪ In Japan, dentsu has a free-standing innovation and design lab for global clients, as well as a 

venture incubator that offers venture-building and rapid prototyping services in Japan and the 

United States. 

Merkle has a number of key intellectual property assets that support its experience design work, 

including:  

▪ Merkle CXM Framework, a tool that helps clients understand where a brand is on its 

transformation journey and define an optimal road map  

▪ Strategic Value Framework, a five-step cost and benefit case process 

▪ Merkury, dentsu's identity platform designed to aggregate, organize, and activate customer 

data across multiple channels and touch points 

▪ Consumer Connection System, a suite of insight, research, and planning tools including 

survey data from more than 400,000 respondents across 70 markets globally  

▪ NEON, an internal platform to facilitate collaboration and access to material as well as 

"resource navigation" across our network 

Merkle has made several experience-related acquisitions recently, including experiential commerce 

agency LiveArea, Salesforce consultancies Pexlify and Aware Services, B2B experience agency 

Shift7, marketing services provider Omega CRM, and Extentia, an experience design, machine 

intelligence, and software engineering firm. 

Merkle says that its mission statement for experience design is: "We transform clients' businesses by 

reimagining the delivery of their services to drive efficiencies and reimagining the services themselves 

to invent new and more valuable offerings. We accomplish this by redesigning the front stage and 

backstage of a company's foundation."  

Strengths 

As the data and consulting arm of dentsu outside Japan, Merkle combines strengths in marketing 

services, technology, and business transformation and has a broad portfolio of supporting assets and 

tools. Based on conversations with Merkle's clients, the three areas where, on average, Merkle 

reference clients commended the firm most highly in experience design were value creation, consumer 

and customer insight, and design excellence. 

Challenges 

Based on conversations with Merkle's clients, Merkle has the opportunity to improve its perception 

among experience design clients in CX-related thought leadership, innovation, and creativity. 

Consider Merkle When 

As part of the dentsu Group, Merkle is a potentially good choice for organizations looking for a partner 

with a heritage in serving both CMOs and CIOs and that offers experience design as part of a range of 

marketing-related professional services.  
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APPENDIX 

Reading an IDC MarketScape Graph 

For the purposes of this analysis, IDC divided potential key measures for success into two primary 

categories: capabilities and strategies.  

Positioning on the y-axis reflects the vendor's current capabilities and menu of services and how well 

aligned the vendor is to customer needs. The capabilities category focuses on the capabilities of the 

company and product today, here and now. Under this category, IDC analysts will look at how well a 

vendor is building/delivering capabilities that enable it to execute its chosen strategy in the market. 

Positioning on the x-axis, or strategies axis, indicates how well the vendor's future strategy aligns with 

what customers will require in three to five years. The strategies category focuses on high-level 

decisions and underlying assumptions about offerings, customer segments, and business and go-to-

market plans for the next three to five years. 

The size of the individual vendor markers in the IDC MarketScape represents the market share of each 

individual vendor within the specific market segment being assessed.  

The 23 vendors in this assessment represent in IDC's view the most important global providers of 

experience design services, based on the breadth and depth of their experience design capabilities 

and their global reach.  

However, the vendors in this assessment are not necessarily the only vendors worth considering for 

either global or regional business and technology change projects involving experience design. An 

organization should normally consider where it can use vendors not included in this assessment, 

dependent on the scope of its needs. 

IDC MarketScape Methodology 

IDC MarketScape criteria selection, weightings, and vendor scores represent well-researched IDC 

judgment about the market and specific vendors. IDC analysts tailor the range of standard 

characteristics by which vendors are measured through structured discussions, surveys, and 

interviews with market leaders, participants, and end users. Market weightings are based on user 

interviews, buyer surveys, and the input of IDC experts in each market. IDC analysts base individual 

vendor scores, and ultimately vendor positions on the IDC MarketScape, on detailed surveys and 

interviews with the vendors, publicly available information, and end-user experiences in an effort to 

provide an accurate and consistent assessment of each vendor's characteristics, behavior, and 

capability. 

Market Definition 

Experience design services help clients ideate, design or redesign, and test physical products, digital 

products, virtual services, and real-world services. Specifically, these design services aim to ensure 

that the consumer of these products or services has an optimal experience. This may mean ensuring 

that the experience that the consumers of a product or services has is useful or enjoyable or profitable, 

or a mixture of these. Further: 

▪ Experience design can include customer-journey design. 
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▪ Experience design can include customer segmentation, persona creation, customer targeting 

services, and offering-positioning services, where these are relevant to the creation or 

improvement of the experience associated with a product or service.  

▪ Experience design can include the design (but not build) of sales channels, marketing 

channels, commerce channels, delivery channels, and customer care operations.  

▪ Experience design can include the prototyping (but not the production or the management) of 

new services and digital or physical products. 

LEARN MORE 

Related Research 

▪ Future of Customer Experience: How CX Services Providers Should Support CMOs with 

Generative AI (IDC #US51262123, October 2023) 

▪ Market Analysis Perspective: Worldwide CX Services, 2023 (IDC #US49772123, September 

2023) 

▪ Worldwide and U.S. Customer Experience Services Forecast, 2023–2027 (IDC #US49360722, 

July 2023) 

▪ IDC Market Glance: Customer Experience Services, 2Q23 (IDC #US49360923, June 2023) 

▪ IDC PlanScape: Future of Customer Experience — Implementing Customer Experience Suites 

Using a CX Services Partner (IDC #US49971223, February 2023) 

▪ IDC MarketScape: Worldwide Adobe Experience Cloud Professional Services 2022 Vendor 

Assessment (IDC #US47542221, June 2022) 

Synopsis 

This IDC study represents a vendor assessment of the 2023-2024 experience design services market 

through the IDC MarketScape model. This research is a quantitative and qualitative assessment of the 

characteristics that explain a vendor's success in the marketplace and help anticipate its ascendancy. 

This IDC MarketScape covers a variety of vendors participating in the worldwide experience design 

services market.  

This evaluation is based on a comprehensive framework and set of parameters expected to be most 

conducive to success in providing experience design in both the short term and the long term. A 

component of this evaluation is the inclusion of the perception that buyers of experience design 

services buyers have of both the key characteristics and the capabilities of the provider evaluated. 

Buyers were surveyed across all three of IDC's macroregions for the participating vendors, and IDC 

spoke to just under 60 reference clients of participating vendors. 

"Customer experience is an important driver of business success for enterprises and a major spending 

priority for organizations in competitive environments. If the experience that a customer, user, or 

citizen has with a service or product is to be a good one, it must be well-designed. That means 

experience design is set to be an important driver of value for the enterprise, nonprofits, and public 

bodies of the next five years," says Douglas Hayward, research director, IDC's Customer Experience 

(CX) Services. "But organizations looking for a strategic partner in experience design should choose 

their vendor carefully, and they should look not just for technical design capabilities but also for an 

understanding of the social and technological forces that will set the context for customer experiences 

in the near future." 
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